
Intro to Studio - Crew Responsibilities

This describes the typical breakdown of duties for each member of a studio production crew at CCTV. 
Each production may vary in assignments, and some individuals may fill two or more of these positions. 

Producer
The manager of the television production.  Responsible for program concept, structure, content, script, 
and for arranging for talent, crew, equipment, playback times, and getting the production started and 
finished.

Talent
The talent are the people in front of the camera!  The performers, hosts, guests, etc.

Director
The person responsible for the technical production of the show.  Before taping the director works with 
crewmembers to discuss lighting needs, camera placement, etc.  During the show, gives instructions via 
intercom to each crew member concerning composition of shots, when to switch between cameras, 
when to display graphics, etc.

Technical Director
The person who pushes the buttons to control what the viewer sees – switching between sources, 
creating the final program – at the command of the Director.  Sometimes, the Technical Director (TD) and 
the Director are the same person.

Graphics 
For some programs, including LIVE shows, the Director or TD creates pages on the computer of titles, 
credits, and other written information to be superimposed over camera shots.  During the show the TD is  
responsible for calling up these pages as instructed by the Director. Not all programs require graphics to 
be created ahead of time; many Producers choose to edit in all graphics later.

Floor Director
The Floor Director works in the studio to communicate information from the Director to the talent.  
Relays instructions verbally or by hand signals.

Camera Operator
Each camera operator is responsible for correctly composing images in their camera to use during the 
production.  The camera operator needs to be comfortable with the zoom and focus controls on the 
camera.  The Director instructs the camera operators during the production.

Audio Operator
Selects and places microphones in the studio and tests all sound sources before taping. During the 
production the Audio Operator runs the audio board and brings in audio sources as instructed by the 
Director.  Controls volume levels and monitors sound quality.



Intro to Studio – Day One notes

Camera placement
Carefully roll the camera into place. Get assistance with the cable if possible. Lock the 
tripod wheels if desired.

Battery and Power
The cameras in our studios require a battery. Check them out from the equipment room 
and place one on the back of each camera. The power switch is also on the back side 
of the camera. Rotate it clockwise to turn the camera on. 

Pan/Tilt
The tilt control includes both a lock and a tension control. Use the lock for safety when 
stepping away from the camera. Use the tension control to adjust the drag when tilting 
the camera up and down. Don't use the lock to adjust tension. The camera's pan lock 
can usually be left loose. 

Iris
The iris control is located on the left side of the camera. Itʼs best to set all three cameras 
to about f4.0, then adjust each as needed. Auto iris is not recommended.

White Balance
All three cameras should produce colors that match. The easiest way to do this is to set 
all three to the same white balance preset. Set each cameraʼs WHITE BAL switch to 
PRST, then use the AWB button on the front of the camera (near the lens) to toggle the 
camera to the 3.2K preset. If all three cameras are set to the same preset, they should 
match.

Other Switches
The ND FILTER switch should be set to OFF. The GAIN switch should be set to L (Low).

Zoom 
Zoom control is on the right control arm. Use the rocker to zoom in and out. It's 
pressure-sensitive, so the harder you push, the faster the zoom. 



Focus
The Director may choose to use Auto Focus or Manual Focus. For Auto, set the Focus 
switch to A. Watch out for the problems associated with Auto control and be prepared to 
switch to Manual! 

Focusing method
For Manual, set the switch to M, and use the ring around the lens to focus manually. 
Here's how to achieve "critical focus" during a studio show:
" - Make sure your camera is "offline"
" - Zoom in all the way on your subject
" - Focus on the most important element (on a person, the eyes)
" - Zoom out to compose the shot you want

Listening to the director
Wear your headset to hear the director. The volume control is on the "beltpack", which is 
connected to the tripod. Look for the TALK button, which will turn on your microphone so 
you can talk to the director and control room. 

Never talk out loud during recording! Your director may ask you yes or no questions; 
answer them by "nodding" your camera. Do not offer any additional comments 
whatsoever. Speaking out loud not only distracts the talent but is picked up by the 
microphones, resulting in an unprofessional-sounding program.

Taking direction
The director will usually tell you what shots they want for your camera. Make sure you 
know which camera number you are, because that's how they'll address you. Be mindful 
of the directions you're given and respond immediately.

Here are some examples of things you'll hear from the director:

" "Ready camera 1.. take 1"
" "Camera 2, you're offline now, could you check your focus, please?"
" "Camera 3, tilt down a little. Okay, now pan a little to the left."
" "Much better camera 2; ready 2, take 2. 2 is online."
" "1, looking good, be ready for the talent to stand up"
" "Ready 3, take 3"
" "Ready 1, take 1 ... there he goes, follow him, 1!"

A director should always be respectful, but you should also expect them to tell you what 
to do and when to do it without "sugar-coating". A director should be direct, and some 
people aren't used to having orders barked at them. Don't take it personally when a 
director is abrupt. 



Floor directing
It's the floor director's job to relay communication between the studio (talent) and the 
control room (director). The director will ask the floor director to communicate when to 
be quiet on the set, when to start the show, and when to wrap up the show. They are 
also responsible for taking care of talent needs, like water.

The floor director may also be responsible for operating a camera, depending on the 
size of the crew. If they are not on a camera, they can use the separate "floor director 
headset". Attach the beltpack to your belt or pocket; it operates the same as the one on 
the cameras.

Equipment powered up
CCTV staff is responsible for turning on equipment and getting it in a "ready" state. If 
any of the equipment is turned off, please let them know.

Being the director
It's the director's job to tell everybody on the crew when to act, and how. The director 
decides when recording is to begin and gives the countdown for the start of the show. 
They tell the camera operators exactly what shots to get, and may tell the audio 
operator to make adjustments they deem necessary.

As we learn from being a camera operator, a director must be respectful but should also 
be able to quickly direct orders to camera operators. Sometimes this means being very 
direct, even abrupt. A good director knows how to combine confident, direct orders with 
positive reinforcement. A director should NEVER be rude or condescending, nor use off-
color language.

Cuts and transitions
Cut between cameras using the switcher. You can click directly on the "virtual switcher" 
on-screen or use the physical switcher. The Program (or Live) buttons determine what 
camera (1, 2, or 3) is "on-line", or the one being recorded. The Preview buttons allow 
you to look at a camera on the preview monitor and use the waveform to adjust iris 
(brightness). 

Use the Program and Preview buttons together to achieve a transition. Select a 
transition (usually CrossFade) and choose the speed (Slow, Medium, Fast). Select 
the camera you want to transition to on the Preview buttons. Press the Auto button to 
perform the transition. You may also use the fader bar instead of the Auto button for 
direct control over the speed of the transition.



Titles
The switcher computer has a basic title generator. Click the Text tab to access it. Select 
a transition template from the drop-down menu. It will appear in your title list (if there are 
other titles already in the list, you may delete them). Click the title in the list to see it in 
the Text Preview box. Each block of text can be changed by clicking on it and typing 
something on the keyboard.

Double-click a title in the list to load it into the Overlay queue, or cycle through your 
titles directly in the queue. Click the Fade button to fade the title up and down - it will 
use the same speed you have selected for transitions. You can also click the Take 
button to make the title pop onto the screen. These buttons are also on the physical 
switcher, labeled Fade DSK and Take DSK.

You can save a title list by plugging an external USB or "thumb drive" into the front of 
the Tricaster computer. Once it's plugged in, select Save List to locate your drive, give 
the file a name, and save it. NOTE: the Tricaster must be shut down completely before 
your drive can be removed! See CCTV's staff for help.



Audio mixer
Each microphone comes into the mixer on an individual channel. The channels are 
numbered and should correspond with numbers on the "snake" in the studio. Here's a 
list of what the knobs and buttons should be set to for each input (or, each column):

+48V button (red) - Press this button in to send power to mics that need it. This is called "phantom 
power". All CCTV mics either don't need it or have a battery for power, so usually this button can stay 
"up". If you DO use it, be sure to plug in the mic before turning on phantom power, and turn power off 
before unplugging it.

Polarity and Line buttons (light grey) - For microphones, leave these in the "up" position.

GAIN knob (red) - For mics, these should be up almost all the way. This boosts the signal so the mic can 
be heard. For much louder sources (drums, for example) you may need to turn the gain down.

EQ knobs (light blue and green) - Use these to adjust EQ (equalizer). This changes the high, mid-range, 
and low-frequency tones of that input. To make adjustments, press the EQ IN button to the "down" 
position. If you're not using EQ, leave that button in the "up" position.

AUX 1 and 2 knobs (dark grey) - Not used yet

AUX 3 and 4 knobs (dark blue) - Sends that channel back out to the studio so the talent can hear it on-
set.

AUX 5 and 6 knobs (yellow) - Add reverb effects to that channel (you will also have to turn up the sliders 
on channels 30 and 31 AND select a reverb effect on the Alesis unit  to make this work).

POST/PRE buttons (light grey) - Leave in the "up" position.

PAN knob (brown) - Sends that channel to either the left, right, or somewhere in between. Used to create 
a stereo effect, especially in music.

MUTE button (white) - Leave in the "up" position (red light off) to make channel audible.

PFL button (round, light grey) - Leave in the "up" position (amber light off)

L-R button (white) - Leave in the "down" position

1-2 and 3-4 buttons (light grey) - Leave in the "down" position

SLIDER - Use this to adjust volume for that individual channel

You will also use the yellow sliders labeled 1 and 2 near the center of the mixer for your master audio. 
Use them at the beginning and end of the show to fade all audio up and down. During the rest of the 
show, they should be set to the "0" line and all other adjustments should be made on each individual 
channel.


